As high mine-cooling costs have become a restriction for deep mining, a new cooling method has been proposed. In the area of filling mining, the CPB (cemented paste backfill) was given the cooling function by mixing it with phase change material (PCM). In deep mines, the PCM (e.g., ice particles) absorb heat and change phases to cool the surrounding environment. A deep-mine-cooling mode based on the new CPB and upward sublevel filling method was designed, and the characteristics of the phase change were analyzed by numerical simulation. From the simulation results of the cooling period, this cooling method was effective during the whole stopes mining period. The CLS (cold load and storage) CPB mass concentration and the PCM initial proportion are the important factors controlling the cooling effect. It is concluded that the phase change duration decreased with the increasing mass concentration, while it increased with the increasing initial proportion of ice to water. Note that the thickness of CLSfunctional CPB should be as small as possible to ensure the cold release rate. This study provides a theoretical foundation of heat transfer for the design and implementation of deep mine cooling by applying CLS-functional CPB. Keywords: mine cooling, cold load and storage, mass concentration, proportion of ice to water, heat transfer HIGHLIGHTS -The phase change of CLS functional CPB in deep mines was investigated numerically. -The heat conduction model compound with hydration-porous-enthalpy model was applied. -The phase change and heat transfer law of CLS functional CPB was investigated. -The main influencing factors were analyzed and suggestions for engineering were presented.
INTRODUCTION
The high geothermal environment in deep mines is one of the constraints in mining and is as important as high ground pressure and high seepage pressure Yang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2019a) . At present, more than 150 1000 m-plus deep mines exist in the world (Xie, 2017) . According to the statistics, the average geothermal gradient is 2.5∼4.0 • C/100 m, even up to 7 • C/100 m (Guo, 2010; Cui et al., 2018) . At high geothermal temperatures, many threats stand out, such as soft rock mass, shortened equipment service life, increased accident rate and decreased labor efficiencies (Feng et al., 2017; Belle and Biffi, 2018; . These heat hazards became the obstacles for deep mining and thus cooling techniques and effects have significant meaning for deep mining (Cai and Brown, 2017; Ryan and Euler, 2017; Pretorius et al., 2019) .
Many cooling techniques were applied for solving the high geothermal environment problem (Plessis et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2018; Crawford et al., 2019) . These cooling techniques were basically classified into three types: ventilation, natural cooling, and manual refrigeration. Mine ventilation was used for dust control, fire, and explosion prevention and air cooling. The integrated factors limit the range of air velocity (Brune, 2019) . Therefore, the cooling potential of ventilation was constrained, and it was not suitable for deep mines with high geothermal conditions (Ghoreishi-Madiseh et al., 2017) . Natural cooling resources mainly referred to cold mine water and seasonal stored ice (Shi et al., 2011; Bu et al., 2015) . The application of natural cooling resources has good performance on energy conservation. However, it is overly reliant on environmental conditions and thus is not universal (He and Xu, 2008; He and Guo, 2013) . To date, for deep mines, few natural cooling resources can be used. Manual refrigeration was the most widely used method (Van der Walt and De Kock, 1984; Wilson, 2008; du Plessis et al., 2013) . However, the power consumption of mining cooling systems was up to 25% of the total mining power consumption (Plessis et al., 2015) , and the cooling cost of manual refrigeration increased with the depth of the mine (Trapania et al., 2016) . Considering the mining cooling cost, the upper mining depth limit is located at approximately 3000 m. The evolution of deep mine cooling requires breakthroughs in the cooling methods that differ from ordinary cooling methods and combine with the mining characteristics.
To solve the balance of the cooling effect and cost of deep mines, the concept of applying phase change materials (PCMs) and mixing it with cemented paste backfill (CPB) slurry was proposed. The mixture was named CLS (cold load and storage)-functional CPB and is suitable for cooling deep mines that practice filling mining . In filling mining, the backfill slurry was surveyed to gob and then the backfill was formed. The volume of the backfill was hundreds of thousands of cubic meters. Using the large CLS-functional CPB could be sufficient for cooling stopes; however, the phase change and heat transfer characteristics of the new CPB are unknown, which is the critical issue for the implementation of this technology. Relevant researches provided valuable references for this paper. The interfacial tracing method had been applied on calculating the freezing and thawing problem of rock (Shen et al., 2016) which solve the heat transfer of melting process of rock. The strength of the rock and CPB were studied by many researchers (Zhao et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2019b,c; Wu et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020) , especially, the case of CPB with ice slag (Liu et al., 2019b) . From the experimental researches, the CPB with ice slag was strengthened under proper ratio which proved the feasibility from the aspect of strength. As for the rheological aspect, models were built for calculating the hydraulic pressure drop . Liu studied the rheological characteristics of CPB with ice particles based on experiment and numerical calculation and the model of hydraulic characteristics of ICPB was obtained (Liu et al., 2019a) .
Our previous work researched the heat transfer characteristics of the mixture of CPB slurry and PCMs in a cubic test box of 15 cm in length by numerical simulation and experimental research ). An enthalpy-porosity-hydration model was verified by experiments for simulating the heat transfer of the new CPB. This is meaningful for mastering the calculation of this new mixture material. The literature proposed the concept of CLS-functional CPB and indicated that it could provide cold regulation in deep mines but did not involve the calculation of the heat transfer of the cooling process. Heat transfer calculation research of this new CPB material was carried out, but it was launched in a small test box in the laboratory. Based on these two works, the deep mining environment was considered, and the CLS-functional CPB was simulated to determine the cooling process and effect of the new CPB in this study.
SYSTEM DESIGN AND COOLING PROCESS
The CLS-functional CPB cooling process relates to the mining method. In the filling mining method, a sublevel filling method is the usual approach and thus was taken as an example for simulation. Figure 1 shows the working period of CLS-functional CPB, which applies in an upward sublevel filling method. When a stope layer is mined completely, it changes to a gob layer and is filled with CPB slurry. In the filling process, the ordinary CPB slurry is filled first, and then the CLS-functional CPB is filled. The two-step filling method is better than only filling with CLS-functional CPB for two reasons. First, the heat transfer is strengthened as proved by the simulation research owing to the smaller heat transfer resistance. Second, it is flexible in supplying different cooling capacities by adjusting the ratio of CLS-functional CPB to ordinary CPB. When the two kinds of CPB slurry are filled, the stope is cooled by the cold radiation of its ground. For cold preservation, an insulating layer was considered to be set between the two kinds of CPB. With the mining progress of the stope, the cold release lasted until one layer was mined completely and changed to a new gob.
The thermal environment of CLS-functional CPB is shown in Figure 2 . There are two kinds of cold sources and four kinds for heat sources: Q l , PCM fusion latent cold of the CLS-functional CPB; Q s , sensible cold of the CLS-functional CPB; Q cond , and Q rad , heat transferred from the ore body to CLS-functional CPB by heat conduction and radiation; Q conv , heat transferred from the stope to CLS-functional CPB by heat convection; and Q hyd , hydration heat produced in the CLS-functional CPB. The total thermal equilibrium equation was given as follows:
As CLS-functional CPB absorbs heat from the environment, the PCM changed phase, and the temperature of the CLSfunctional CPB gradually rose to match its surroundings. The heat transfer characteristics of the cooling period are critical for the stope cooling effect. Therefore, we focused on the heat transfer and phase change of CLS-functional CPB in deep mines and applied an enthalpy-porosity-hydration heat transfer model for research. Furthermore, the strength and the grouting transport characteristics should be studied (Emad et al., 2018; Qi et al., 2018) to support this research and engineering design in subsequent studies.
PHYSICAL MODEL

Geometry and Boundary Conditions
The CLS-functional CPB absorbs heat from the environment as Figure 2 shows. The geometry size of this 2D model of CLSfunctional CPB is 20 m × 3 m. In this case, we took the half of the CLS-functional CPB as the research object because of its symmetry. The geometry model is indicated in Figure 3 , and the region ABCD is the computational domain. The heat transfer on the boundary of CPB relates to the cooling effect and is analyzed herein. Interface AB absorbs heat from the ordinary CPB below by heat conductance. Owing to the insulating layer, the temperature influence region of upper CLSfunctional CPB to lower CPB is from AB with a small thickness of δ B downward. The equivalent thermal conductivity of this region is λ B . The boundary temperature of this influenced region is T B . Interface BC absorbs heat from the surrounding rock on the right side by heat conductance. The temperature influence region of CPB to rock is from BC, with a rightward thickness of δ S . The equivalent thermal conductivity of this region is λ S , and the boundary temperature of the influenced region is T S . Interface CD absorbs heat from the stope above through radiation and heat Frontiers in Earth Science | www.frontiersin.org convection. The temperature of air in the stope is T G , the heat convection coefficient between the air and interface CD is h G , and the emissivity of interface CD is ε G . Interface DA is a symmetric interface and is treated as adiabatic. From the analysis above, the four boundary conditions are described as follows:
Governing Equations
In the computational domain, the temperature distribution variation is mainly caused by three reasons: phase change, heat conduction, and hydration reaction. For simulation, some secondary factors were neglected and the assumptions below were proposed:
1. There is no natural convection occurring in the backfill because the mass concentration of the backfill is high. 2. The seepage of the backfill is neglected. 3. The thermal physical properties of materials are isotropic. 4. The cooling regions of nearby rock and the CPB below are constant.
For the above analysis, the main governing equation is a 2-D, unsteady state heat conduction equation as follows:
where, the heat conductance λ eff is the average volume weight heat conductance value of all the CPB material. The source item ∂Q hyd ∂τ is the heat production rate by the hydration reaction, which is relevant to curing time and temperature. The initial temperature of CPB was low, and an equation was adopted from Wang's research for Q hyd under low temperature conditions (T < 286 K) (Wang et al., 2015) . When substantial cold released and the temperature rose, another equation was adopted from the literature (Zhu, 2012) for Q hyd under normal temperature conditions (T ≥ 286 K). Equation (3) was concluded from the literature to calculate hydration heat. The total hydration heat of ordinary Portland cement Q 0 is 430 kJ/kg. For simulating the mixed state of CPB, a porous medium model was applied, and the parameters φ and α are the porosity and the liquid fraction in pores, respectively. For simulating the phase change process, the enthalpy method and VOF method were applied. This model was verified in our previous study simulating the new CPB material and experimental tests .
Calculating Parameters
There are several parameters applied in the calculation, which fall into four categories: physical parameters of materials in CLS-functional CPB (shown in Table 3 ) and thermal calculating parameters (shown in Table 4 ). The proportion of the CLS-functional CPB influenced the transport properties, thermal performance and the strength of CPB. Considering the factors above, the material of CPB was designed as the ratio of waste stone to tailings 6:4, the ratio of cement to solid waste 1:8, the mass concentration varying from 66.1% to 78.4%, and the ratio of ice to water varying from 3:1 to 1:3.
Computational Mesh
There are 30000 quad meshes in the simulation. Refined grids are utilized near the boundary. The mesh refinement factors are 1.008 in the -x direction and 1.008 in z and -z directions. The computational mesh was checked by grid independence.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Whether the stope nearby could be cooled through the whole mining period was influenced by the cooling capacity and cold release velocity. The initial proportion of ice to water, , and mass concentration, C, are the two key factors relating to the cooling capacity. Numerical simulation research was studied to obtain the influence law of these two factors.
The Influence of Initial Proportion of Ice to Water
With the increase in the initial proportion of ice to water, the cooling capacity increases and the cooling period can be prolonged. Under the same mass concentration conditions (C = 72.8%), 5 group simulations with different initial proportions of ice to water were studied. From Figure 4 , the temperature distributions of CLS-functional CPB showed that the cold concentrated in the lower boundary. For preserving cold capacity, the lower and right boundaries were covered with insulation layers so that the more effective cold could be transferred to the upper stope. As the insulation layer exited, heat concentrated in the upper right corner.
In the CLS-functional CPB, the temperature of the upper layer first increased and the cold-release velocity from CPB to the distributions varied considerably during the cold releasing process, even by the 18th day. At the 18th day, under the = 3:1 condition, the surface temperature was low enough for cooling the stope, while under the = 1:3 condition, the temperature difference between the environment and surface was smaller, which clearly weakens the cooling effect. This revealed that the proportion of ice to water, , is a very important parameter influencing the cooling effect. According to the cold capacity Frontiers in Earth Science | www.frontiersin.org and mining period of the stope, the could be designed by numerical prediction in mining engineering.
The liquid ratio α is the ratio of liquid volume to total volume of liquid (water) and solid (ice). This ratio changed with the cold releasing process from the initial value to 1. At α = 1, all the ice particles melted. To study the phase change characteristics, Figure 5 was presented to show the liquid distribution in CPB. To facilitate the comparison of temperature distributions, these simulations are under the same conditions as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows that the melt region developed from boundary to core. Owing to the insulating layer, the location of the ice center was at the lower part of the CPB. With smaller values of , the phase changed faster. Under the = 1:3 condition, most of the ice melted by the 6th day, while under the = 3:1 condition, the ice still exists at the 18th day. Furthermore, the phase distribution laws were not the same under different ratios. The lower the is, the more homogenous the phase distribution.
Phase change processes influence heat transfer and temperature distributions. To reveal the laws of heat transfer and phase change with time, the trends of average temperature and liquid ratio were illustrated and compared in Figure 6 . As the initial proportion of ice to water decreases from 3:1 to 1:3, the rate of temperature increase becomes faster. The higher the initial proportion of ice to water, , the lower the overall temperature. The average temperature increase rate was different with and all the cases had inflection points on the temperature vs. time curves. This could be explained by the influence of ice. Take the case of = 1:1 for example, before the inflection point (the 20th day), there was ice in the CPB and the heat was transferred by both latent heat and sensible heat, thus the rate of temperature increase was slower. After the inflection point, all the ice was melted and the heat transferred only by sensible heat, so the rate of temperature increase was faster. The inflection point of the average temperature curves was in accordance with the liquid proportion curves. With the increasing initial proportion of ice to water, the durations of the phase change are longer. However, the whole liquid ratio rising trend is similar for different cases. The durations of complete phase changing are 12, 15, 20, 26, and 28 days under = 1:3, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 ratios, respectively. The existence of ice implies that the latent cold release endured and the cooling potential was larger. This indicated that the initial proportion of ice to water was significant for the cold releasing quantity and the cooling time. In engineering practice, the initial proportion of ice to water could be designed according to the mining period and cold quantity requirement of a stope.
The average temperature of the upper surface manifested the different rising law as Figure 7 shows. There was also an inflection point in the curve. However, the rate of temperature increase is faster before the inflection point. In the upper surface, the ice melted fast and the temperature rose fast because of the larger heat transfer temperature difference. Under the larger temperature difference between the CPB upper surface and the air of the stope, a larger amount of cold was released from the CPB, and the temperature rose quickly. With the temperature difference reduced, the heat transfer was weakened and the rate of temperature increase declined after the inflection point. The durations of surface temperature increase from the initial temperature to 293 K were approximately 7, 8, 11, 15, and 17 days, which implied that considerable cooling flux could be provided by CPB, and the cooling effects were satisfactory for stopes for these durations.
The Influence of Mass Concentration
Mass concentration is the ratio of the total weight of waste stones, tailings and cement to the weight of CPB. Different mass concentrations lead to different water and ice quantities. Under the same initial proportion of ice to water, , lower mass concentration means more total quantity of water and ice in the CPB; thus, the cold capacity is larger. Figure 8 shows the cold concentration that existed in the lower part of the CPB. As the mass concentration increase, both the temperature and liquid ratio rising rate increase as Figures 8, 9 shows, respectively. Figures 8, 9 showed, the liquid ratio rising rate increased with the mass concentration. The higher the mass concentration was, the less the cold capacity it included was. Thus, the cold release time of higher mass concentrations was shorter than it was for lower mass concentrations resulting in the faster rate of temperature increase. Figure 10 shows the average temperature and liquid ratio rising laws of CLS-functional CPB. The inflection point existed as introduced in section "The Influence of Initial Proportion of Ice to Water." The inflection points occur on the 25th, 21st, and 17th, with mass concentrations of 66.1, 72.8, and 78.5% both for temperature rising trends and liquid ratio rising trends. This accordance could also be explained by the heat transfer mechanism. Before the inflection point, ice existed and both latent and sensible heat transfer occurred. However, after the inflection point, all the ice melted and only sensible heat transfer occurred. From Figure 11 , the surface temperature rising rate rank was the same as in Figure 10 . Compared with the influence of the initial proportion of ice to water, the influence of mass concentration on surface temperature was smaller.
CONCLUSION
Cold load and storage-functional CPB is a new cooling method, which could be applied to deep mine cooling. A 2-D, unsteady state heat conduction model compounded with a hydration heat model, a porous media model and an enthalpy method model was applied to simulate the phase change and heat transfer process of CLS-functional CPB in deep mines. From the numerical investigation, conclusions have been drawn as follows. The cold releasing effect of different mass concentrations and initial proportions of ice to water was compared. All the average temperature curves appeared to display two-stage characteristics. The rate of temperature increase during the first stage was lower than the second. The inflection point between the two stages was according to the melt time of the liquid ratio curve. With an increasing initial proportion of ice to water, the temperature rise was slower, while with increasing mass concentration, the temperature rose faster. Compared with mass concentration, the initial proportion of ice to water had a greater influence on the temperature rise and cold capacity. With the mass concentrations increasing from 66.1% to 78.4%, the duration of the phase transition decreased 32%, while, with the PCM initial proportion of solid to liquid increasing from 1:3 to 3:1, the duration of the phase transition increased 54%. As the melting region developed from top to bottom of the CLS-functional CPB, the distance from the lowest temperature location to the upper surface increased and the heat resistance increased accordingly. In other words, if the thickness of CLS-functional CPB was smaller, it was easier to release cold and obtain a good cooling effect during the later period. It needs to be noted that this study focused on the phase change and heat transfer characteristics of the new CPB; the strength and the grouting transport characteristics of it also need to be studied for overall consideration of designing the composition of the new CPB.
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